INCIDENTSHARE ™ APP
Mobile video streaming brought to the test every day by demanding first responder professionals. The IncidentShare™ app lets you create a robust, mobile video stream with low
latency. And it gives you secure viewing of the streams from your colleagues in the field.

Versatile

Intuitive and easy to use

Use the IncidentShare™ app to live stream the feed from
either of the cameras of your tablet or phone. Or use the IncidentShare™ app to get access to the live streams made by
your colleagues. Draw benefit from the abundance of mounts
and cover s availeble for your device

Download the IncidentShare™ app from google play store,
open the app and type your domain, username and password and you are streaming. To view other streams, simply
select one from the list.

Secure, low latency streaming

Optimal coverage

The IncidentShare™ app provides streaming with extraordinarily low latency. In combination with the incidentShare™
transcoding platform, you have a secure way of receiving and
distributing the video in high quality.
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+45 7199 0396

Combine the celluar modem and the wifi antenna of your
table or phone to get optimal network reception and resilience. The bandwidth of the availeble connections are seamlessly aggregated to ensure sufficient capacity. Your streaming
will continue even if either of the connections should fail
completely.
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The Incendium Secure Streaming Suite for
Intelligence, National Security and Law enforcement agencies
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Scenarios
On-the-fly drop-and-deploy
situational awareness monitoring inTransportation and
subways

HazMat or CBRN(E) teams
can be directed by medical
specialist or other Subject
Matter Experts

Easy-to-use documentation
solution for Riot Police on
the ground where video can
be processed directly to
criminal investigation teams

Mobile video surveillance, Special Observation
teams with real-time
uplink

Tactical video solution for
Special units and SWAT
teams can benefit from
proper real-time reconnaissance videos.

Users can access the
streaming video by selecting
the appropriate channel on
the easy-to-use IncidentShare™ app for any in-vehicle
video stream

Enables criminal investigators to leverage the power
of live video without the
complexities and burdens of
conventional technology

DJI integration*- Transmit securely high quality
dual bonded drone footage with low latency.
Available April 2017

Product Specifications

About Incendium
Video Stream resolution

Up to 1080p60

Video player resolution

Resolution from source is kept

Video inputs

Front and rear camera

Network technologies

3G, 4G, and WiFi. Bonding enabled by default

Audio in/out

Build in , stereo line-in mic and speaker

Compatible devices

Requires Android 4.4 or later

Security

Only valid users can connect via VPN or trusted IP

Encryption

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256-bit

Configuration

Your organisation’s IncidentShare™ provides ability
to remotely control settings of all connected apps

INCENDIUM is a Danish end-to-end
solution provider for all phases of product development.
We design, develop, and deliver stateof-the-art security and surveillance
solutions which are deployed by first responder professionals. Incendium are specialized in advanced
systems for real-time video surveillance on mobile
3G/4G cellular network technology. Incendium offers
standard and tailor made solutions that accommodate the increasing need for effective security
and surveillance.
Our passion for innovation keeps us one step ahead
in the rapidly changing and increasingly challenging
environments our products perform in. Be it on the
streets of our cities, engaging the terror threat or at
the world’s largest events.

